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Global environmental change is affecting species distribution and their interactions with other
species. In particular, the main drivers of environmental change strongly affect the strength of
interspecific interactions with considerable consequences for biodiversity. However, extra-
polating the effects observed on pair-wise interactions to entire ecological networks is
challenging. Here we propose a framework to estimate the tolerance to changes in the
strength of mutualistic interaction that species in mutualistic networks can sustain before
becoming extinct. We identify the scenarios where generalist species can be the least
tolerant. We show that the least tolerant species across different scenarios do not appear to
have uniquely common characteristics. Species’ tolerance is extremely sensitive to the
direction of change in the strength of mutualistic interaction, as well as to the observed
mutualistic trade-offs between the number of partners and the strength of the interactions.
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G lobal environmental change is accelerating as anthropo-genic effects are increasing over short timescales1,2. Theeffects of such unprecedented change are modifying the
abundance, physiology and geographic range of individual
species3–5, and also affecting species interactions with the
potential to modify ecosystem services, such as biological
control and pollination6,7.
Empirical studies of mutualistic systems6 suggest that the main
drivers of global environmental change are nitrogen enrichment,
increase in CO2 and habitat fragmentation, among others.
Importantly, these drivers can alter the frequency of pollinator
visits to flowering plants due to climate-induced phenological
shifts, nectar variability or a decrease in flowers’ abundance6. For
example, it has been shown that solitary bees exhibit a small
foraging range so that pollinator visitation can decrease if
foraging distances become larger after habitat fragmentation8.
Similarly, it has been shown that land fragmentation can lead to a
significant increase of pollinator visitation in a community of
flower-visiting insects in red clover9. In general, empirical
evidence has shown that the effects of global environmental
change can either increase or decrease the strength of mutualistic
interaction, with the majority of cases showing the latter6.
Although few studies have looked at the association of the
effects of global environmental change with the loss of mutualistic
interactions and community persistence7, species’ tolerance to
these effects has been restricted to pair-wise interactions6. Thus, it
is still unknown the degree to which these effects will scale all the
way up to entire networks of interactions, and which species
would face a higher extinction risk.
On the theoretical front, recent work on ecological networks
has shown important architectural properties that can facilitate
species coexistence10–12. Focusing on individual species, research
has shown that species’ generalization level13 (that is, its number
of interactions, or degree) and their contribution to the nested
architecture of the network14 have a key role for their survival.
This work, however, has assumed constant environmental
conditions.
Here we introduce a theoretical framework to estimate species’
tolerance to the effects of global environmental change. We focus
on the association of species’ tolerance with their level of
generalization and their contribution to network architecture. To
obtain a mechanistic understanding of the range of species’
tolerance, we start by applying our framework to a three-species
community. We then move to study species’ tolerance in large
communites. In general, we find that endangered species do not
have unique characteristics. Importantly, our findings reveal that
to estimate species’ tolerance, first, one needs to identify the net
effect of the observed environmental change.
Results
A small mutualistic community. We start by applying our
framework (Methods) to a three-species community (one plant
and two pollinators with different strengths of mutualistic inter-
action represented by the width of links in Fig. 1a). Figure 1a,b
shows the community moving gradually from a weak to a strong
mutualism, and from a strong to a weak mutualism, respectively.
Note that in a weak mutualism regime, competition effects are
stronger than mutualistic effects, whereas the opposite occurs in a
strong mutualism regime. This implies that a species’ initial
abundance and intrinsic growth rate can be different depending on
whether we start from a weak or a strong mutualism regime. We
quantify a species’ tolerance as the change in strength of mutua-
listic interaction that species can sustain before becoming extinct.
Under initial conditions, all species co-exist, but as soon as we
start changing the strength of mutualistic interaction go, species’
initial abundances also begin to change (Fig. 1). Although gradual
changes in the strength of mutualistic interaction can increase the
abundances of the plant and one of the pollinators, the
interspecific competition between pollinators can drive one of
the two into extinction. Interestingly, pollinators’ tolerance is not
the same under both directions of change. One pollinator (red)
goes extinct when moving from weak to strong mutualism, but it
survives when moving from strong to weak mutualism. The other
pollinator (blue) presents the opposite pattern. This suggests that
species’ tolerance can be extremely sensitive to both the direction
of change in the strength of mutualistic interaction and the
variability of this strength across species.
To scale up from small to large communities, we apply our
framework to 59 pollination and seed-dispersal networks
(Methods). Figure 2 shows the species’ tolerance (node colour)
of each of the 80 plants and 97 pollinators belonging to one
network located in the high-temperate Andes of central Chile15.
The darker the colour, the higher the change in the strength of
mutualistic interaction sustained by each species before becoming
extinct and, in turn, the stronger its tolerance. In this example,
changes are introduced by moving from a weak to a strong
mutualism with a low mutualistic trade-off between a species’
number and strength of interactions (Methods).
Figure 2 also shows the degree (node size) and contribution to
nestedness (node position) for each of the species. Degree is given
by the initial number of mutualistic interactions, whereas
contribution to nestedness is measured by the extent to which
those interactions contribute to the nested architecture of the
network relative to an expected contribution (Methods). These two
measures are very weakly correlated, providing almost independent
information14. Surprisingly, this figure reveals that some specialist
species can be more tolerant than generalist species (far right). In
the next sections, we explore how general this observation is and
under what scenario is most likely to be found. We first consider
the case where the effects of global change increase the strength of
mutualistic interaction, followed by the reverse case where global
change weakens the strength of mutualistic interaction, which
seems to be the most likely case in nature6.
Increasing mutualism. It has been shown that, under constant
environmental conditions, generalists and weak contributors to
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Figure 1 | Pollinator tolerance depends on the direction of change in the
strength of mutualistic interaction. The figure plots the equilibrium
abundances of a three-species community (one plant and two pollinators)
in the face of (a) an increase and (b) a decrease in the strength of
mutualistic interaction. We set different strengths for each of the
interspecific interactions (represented by the width of links). One pollinator
(red) goes extinct when increasing the mutualistic interaction strength, but
it survives when decreasing mutualism. The other pollinator (blue) presents
the opposite pattern. The dashed line corresponds to the value of go at
which the community shows a transition between weak and strong
mutualism (Methods). In all our simulations, we start at a feasible and
stable equilibrium point (Methods).
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nestedness can have the highest chances of survival11,13,14. To test
if this observation holds under an increase in the strength of
mutualistic interaction (Methods), we use Spearman’s rank
correlation to measure and properly compare across all
networks the association of a species’ tolerance with its degree
and its contribution to nestedness. We find positive and
significant correlations in both cases (Fig. 3a–c). Interestingly,
the positive association between species’ tolerance and degree
does not hold when the trade-off between the number of inter-
actions and benefits received is large (Fig. 3c). In general, these
results reveal that generalists and strong contributors to nested-
ness are the most tolerant of an increase in the strength of
mutualistic interaction.
To further explore the magnitude of these associations, we
calculate the ratio of the correlation norms d of nestedness with
species’ tolerance and degree with species’ tolerance across the 59
networks (Methods). The ratio measures how comparable the two
correlations are in the magnitudes. A value of d41 corresponds
to the case where contribution to nestedness has on average larger
correlations with species’ tolerance than degree, and vice versa for
values of d41 (Fig. 3). We find a ratio of d¼ 1.16 when the
mutualistic trade-off is small (Fig. 3b), and ratios do1 in
the other two scenarios. This suggests that degree is not always
the best estimator of species’ tolerance. This also suggests that
under a small level of mutualistic trade-off, the nested organiza-
tion of the network can have the highest influence on the
persistence of the community.
Decreasing mutualism. More typically, however, global envir-
onmental change is expected to weaken the strength of interac-
tions in mutualistic networks6 (Methods). Surprisingly, we find
the opposite patterns of what we found when moving from a
weak to a strong mutualism. Here generalists are highly tolerant
with small and large mutualistic trade-offs (Fig. 3e,f), whereas
strong contributors to nestedness are the least tolerant in the
three scenarios (Fig. 3d–f).
Importantly, we find that with none and small mutualistic
trade-offs (Fig. 3d,e), species’ tolerance is more strongly associated
with their contribution to nestedness than with degree, that is,
d41. These results, together with the ones found when increasing
mutualism, show that the least tolerant species across different
scenarios do not appear to have uniquely common characteristics.
Instead, our results reveal that species’ tolerance depends on both
the direction of change and the mutualistic trade-offs.
Discussion
In this paper, we have introduced a theoretical framework to
estimate species’ tolerance to change in the strength of mutualistic
interaction as a potential effect of global environmental change.
We have analysed the extent to which both the direction of
change and the mutualistic trade-offs are associated with species’
tolerance. The former was investigated by moving from weak to
strong mutualism and vice versa. The latter was investigated by
modulating an observed mutualistic trade-off between a species’
number and strength of interactions. We have found that specific
combinations of direction of change and mutualistic trade-offs
can have a different impact on species’ tolerance.
Contrary to the scenario of constant environmental conditions,
where degree is the gold standard measure for estimating species’
tolerance, here we have demonstrated that in a changing
environment this is not always the case. In fact, consistent with
empirical observations7,16, generalist species can be the most
vulnerable. We have found that generalists are the least tolerant
under two scenarios: when the effect of global environmental
change strengthens mutualism with a large mutualistic trade-off
and when the effect of global environmental change weakens
mutualism with a very small mutualistic trade-off. This suggests
that the tolerance of generalist species needs to be estimated
relative to the direction of change, as well as to the mutualistic
trade-off affecting specialist and generalist species. This is
important because generalist species can have significant
implications for the long-term functioning of ecosystems17,18.
Moreover, we have found that under half of the observed
scenarios, species’ tolerance can be more strongly associated with
their contribution to nestedness than with degree. In general, this
reveals that the least tolerant species across different scenarios do
not appear to have uniquely common characteristics.
Because many complex systems are facing systemic risk, the
results presented here are not only of relevance in ecology but
beyond19–21. For example, in socio-economic systems, strong
contributors to nestedness can be the most vulnerable to fail14.
Within our framework, this could be explained by a possible
decoupling of cooperative interactions when moving from
strong to weak mutualism and a lack of adaptation to these
new conditions. Similar results can be observed in the banking
sector, where financial institutions around the world are
strengthening or weakening their cooperative interactions22,23.
A valuable lesson from our results is that a node in these
cooperative networks is never too big, too connected or too
peripherial to fail.
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Figure 2 | Species architectural characteristics and tolerance to change. The figure shows the species’ tolerance (node colour) of an increase in
mutualism for each of the 80 plants and 97 pollinators belonging to one network located in the high-temperate Andes of central Chile15. The darker the
colour, the higher the change in the strength of mutualistic interaction sustained by each species before becoming extinct and, in turn, the stronger its
tolerance. In this example, the effect of global change is assumed to increase the strength of mutualistic interaction. The system is simulated with a small
mutualistic trade-off (Methods). We also show two key architectural properties of species: degree (node size) and contribution to nestedness (node
position). Each symbol corresponds to one species or node, and links correspond to the mutualistic interaction between plants (top) and pollinators
(bottom). Interestingly, this figure reveals that some specialist species can be more tolerant than generalist species (far right).
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As new studies continue to confirm a dramatic loss of
pollination systems around the world7,16,24,25, it is becoming
increasingly important to properly identify the characteristics of
vulnerable species in these networks. Our findings reveal that to
estimate species’ tolerance to change, first, one needs to identify
the net effect of environmental change, which depends on both
species-level and network-level properties. Specifically, both the
direction of change in the strength of mutualistic interaction and
the mutualistic trade-off highly modulate the ranking of species
in terms of their tolerance to the effects of global environmental
change.
Methods
Data. We investigate species’ tolerance over 59 mutualistic networks that were
located at different abiotic conditions around the world. This data set is published
in Rezende et al.18
Framework. In the text below, we describe in detail our proposed framework to
study species’ tolerance to the effects of global environmental change.
Species’ tolerance. We quantify a species’ tolerance as the change in the strength
of mutualistic interaction that it can sustain before becoming extinct.
Model. We model the dynamics of mutualistic systems composed of a set of plants
and a set of animals (indicated by the upper indices (A) and (P)) using the same set
of differential equations as in Bastolla et al.10:
dSðPÞi
dt ¼ SðPÞi aðPÞi $
P
j
bðPÞij S
ðPÞ
j þ
P
j
gðPÞij S
ðAÞ
j
1þ h
P
j
gðPÞij S
ðAÞ
j
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The equations for pollinator populations can be written in a symmetric form
interchanging the indices (P) and (A). As there are no data to fully parametrize our
dynamical system with meaningful biological information, we use a mean field
approximation10 for the competition term (that is, bii¼ 1 and bij¼ 0.2 if iaj) and
we set the handling time h¼ 0.1. Although these can be taken as arbitrary values,
we find that our main conclusions are robust to the choice of different parameters.
The variables Si denote the abundance of species i. The parameter ai represents
the intrinsic growth rate, and gij denotes the strength of the mutualistic interaction
between plants and animals. Simulations are performed by integrating the system
of ordinary differential equations using the Matlab routline ode45. Species are
considered extinct when their abundance density Si is lower than 100 times the
machine precision.
Consistent with empirical observations26,27, initial abundances are set
proportional to the number of interactions. We initialize all growth rates such that
the initial abundances are at a feasible and stable equilibrium (see below). Finally,
because we assume that species have no time to adapt3, all surviving species
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Figure 3 | Species tolerance to change in large ecological networks. For each of the 59 networks (bars), the figure shows the Spearman’s rank correlation
of animals’ tolerance to change with degree (orange/left bars) and contribution to nestedness (blue/right bars). (a–c) Animals’ tolerance moving
from a weak to a strong mutualism. (d–f) Animals’ tolerance moving from a strong to a weak mutualism (Methods). Solid bars correspond to correlations
that are significantly (Po0.05) different from zero. Correlations are calculated for different gradients of mutualistic trade-offs: a,d, b,e and c,f represent
none, small and large mutualistic trade-off, respectively (Methods). The figure also shows the ratio d of the correlation norms between contribution
to nestedness and degree (Methods). Plants’ correlations are significantly similar to animals’. The figure reveals that to estimate species’ tolerance,
first, one needs to identify the correct direction of change and the mutualistic trade-offs in the system.
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preserve their initial growth rates, interspecific competition and asymmetric
benefits through the simulations.
Mutualistic trade-off. Consistent with field observations28,29, we generalize the
soft mean field approximation of Bastolla et al.10 by introducing explicitly a trade-
off between mutualistic strength and species degree, which modulates the
mutualistic trade-off between generalists and specialists:
gij ¼
goyij
kdi
; ð2Þ
where go represent the basal level of mutualistic strength, ki is the degree of species i
and yij¼ 1 if species i and j interact and zero otherwise. The parameter dmodulates
the trade-off. The higher the trade-off, the higher the strength (mutualistic benefit)
perceived by specialists. In our simulations, we consider d¼ 0, 0.5 and 2 for none,
small (sub-linear) and large (super linear) mutualistic trade-offs, respectively. Note
that the case d¼ 0 is equivalent to the soft mean field approximation used in
Bastolla et al.10
Direction of change. Changes in the strength of mutualistic interaction are
modelled by either increasing or decreasing the mutualistic strength go in the
dynamic model described above. The initial and final go for the increasing direction
are set to 0 and 10t, respectively. Similarly, the initial and final go for the decreasing
direction are set to 3t and 0, respectively. Here t is the analytical threshold at which
each network changes from a weak to a strong regime (see below). Changes to go
are introduced in small steps when reaching a new equilibrium of abundances. We
find no significant differences if changes in go are introduced at any point of our
simulations. During any new simulation step, species’ initial abundances are the
final abundances of the previous step.
Weak and strong mutualism. By definition, a mutualistic system is in a weak
regime, if and only if the following 2& 2 block matrix
M ¼ b
ðPÞ $ gðPÞ
$ gðAÞ bðAÞ
! "
ð3Þ
is positive definite (that is, all eigenvalues of MþMT are positive). If that condition
is not satisfied, then we say that the system is in a strong regime. This definition is a
generalization to the non-symmetric case of the weak/strong concept introduced in
Bastolla et al.10 Intuitively, being in a weak regime means that mutualistic
interactions are ‘weaker’ than competitive interactions. In the case of a fully
connected network without interspecific competition (bij¼ 0 for iaj) and the same
strength of mutualistic interaction between all pairs of species, this condition is
equivalent to the inequality derived in Bascompte et al.30 The condition of being in
the weak regime is a stronger stability condition than the usual one based on the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at an equilibrium point. Under the
weak condition, any feasible equilibrium point (that is, strictly positive abundance
values that vanish the right side of the model equation) is automatically globally
stable because it is possible to construct a Lyapunov function31. Then, when the
system enters the strong mutualism regime, with a handling time of h¼ 0, non-
trivial fixed points are not any more granted to be stable. This means that for a
large enough gij the system blows up. The only way to recover the stability of an
equilibrium point in the strong regime is, first, to have a positive handling time
h40, and, second, that the abundances at the equilibrium point are large enough
such that the system is locally stable (around that equilibrium point). In our
framework, the transition from weak to strong mutualism is simply computed as a
threshold of the basal level of mutualistic strength go. Given a network, competition
parameter values and a trade-off value d, we can find a positive threshold, called
t40, such that if goot the system is in the weak regime, and if goZt the system is
in the strong regime. Note that this threshold is network, competition parameters
and trade-off dependent. For the same value of go, a given network may be in the
strong regime, whereas another network can be in the weak regime.
Initialization of weak to strong mutualism. For our simulations from weak to
strong mutualism, we range the mutualistic strength go from 0 to 10 times the
threshold t, that is, goA(0,y,10t). We initialize the system such that at go¼ 0 it is
at a globally stable equilibrium where all species have a positive abundance.
Consistent with field observations26,27, we choose this equilibrium point such that
the abundances are proportional to the species degree ki, and the total abundances
of each species guild is equal to 5, that is, Siðgo ¼ 0Þ ¼ 5ki=
P
i
ki . Note that the
global stability of this potential feasible equilibrium is granted as we are in the weak
regime. Finally, to ensure that this feasible point is also an equilibrium point, we
have to choose the intrinsic growth rate such that
ai ¼
X
j
bijSjðgo ¼ 0Þ: ð4Þ
Initialization of strong to weak mutualism. For our simulations from strong to
weak mutualism, we range the mutualistic strength go from 0 to 3 times the
threshold t, that is, goA(0,y,3t). We initialize the system such that at go¼ 3t it is
at a stable equilibrium where all species have positive abundances. As above, we
also choose this equilibrium point such that the abundances are proportional to the
species degree ki, that is, Siðgo ¼ 3tÞ ¼ Soki=
P
i
ki . However, because we are in the
strong regime, this equilibrium point may not be stable for any value of the total
abundance So. In particular, for a very low value of So, the equilibrium point may
be unstable, and we only can recover its stability when So has crossed a threshold.
Then, the first task is to find this threshold in total abundance. For that, we first
have to linearize the right side of the equations system. The linearized system
around equilibrium abundances S^i is given by:
dSðPÞi
dt ¼ SðPÞi ~aðPÞi $
P
j
bðPÞij S
ðPÞ
j þ
P
j
~gðPÞij S
ðAÞ
j
 !
dSðAÞi
dt ¼ SðAÞi ~aðAÞi $
P
j
bðAÞij S
ðAÞ
j þ
P
j
~gðAÞij S
ðPÞ
j
 !
;
8>><>>: ð5Þ
where ~aðAÞi ¼
P
j b
ðAÞ
ij S^
ðAÞ
i $
P
j gijS^
ðPÞ
i =ð1þ h
P
j gijS^jÞ2 and the linearized strength
of mutualistic interaction ~gij ¼ gij=ð1þ h
P
j gij S^jÞ2 (similar expressions hold for
plants). Then, for the linearized system we can extract the linearized version of the
M matrix:
~M ¼ b
ðPÞ $~gðPÞ
$~gðAÞ bðAÞ
! "
ð6Þ
Note that the elements of ~M are functions of the abundance values around
which we have linearized the dynamical system. Our stability condition is that ~M,
the linearized version of M, is positive definite, that is, the system is locally stable in
the weak regime. In our framework, we need to find which value of total abundance
So, with S^i ¼ Siðgo ¼ 3tÞ, makes the matrix ~M be positive definite. We choose this
exact value as starting point for the total abundance of the feasible point. Finally, to
make that feasible point an equilibrium point, we have to choose the intrinsic
growth rate such that
ai ¼
X
j
bijSjðgo ¼ 3tÞ$
P
j
gijSjðgo ¼ 3tÞ
1þ hP
j
gijSjðgo ¼ 3tÞ
ð7Þ
Contribution to nestedness. Individual contribution to nestedness for each
species or node quantifies the degree to which nestedness compares with the same
value when randomizing just the interactions of that particular node14. In
calculating nestedness contributions, the interactions of a node are randomized
according to the null model specified in Bascompte et al.32; we used 1,000 random
replicates. Here, nestedness is quantified using the measure proposed in
Bastolla et al.10, which is analytically linked to the dynamics of the mutualistic
model. Other measures of nestedness and null models yield the same general
results for the species-level analysis14.
Ratio of the norms. The ratio d of the correlation norms between contribution to
nestedness and degree, x and y, is defined as d¼ |x|/|y|, where xj j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPmi x2ip ,
yj j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPmi y2ip . Here, xi and yi correspond to the Spearman’s rank correlations for
each of the m¼ 59 observed networks. The ratio d provides a measure of the
relative length of the correlations between contribution to nestedness and degree in
an m-dimensional space. Typically, values within 0.9odo1.1 are considered
significantly similar. The same general results are obtained if we use species’ sum
of the strength of mutualistic interaction instead of their number of interactions.
Similarly, we find no significant association of the observed Spearman’s rank
correlations with network connectance or size, confirming the comparability of our
results across networks.
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